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P R E F A C E 
The notion of pure subgroups was introduced by Pjnifer 
in 1923. Prufer's discovery has led to many new ideas in 
group t.ieory. Important is the notion of algebraic compactness. 
The notion of pure subgroups was generalised by Honda [|o] and 
the concept of neat subgroups was Introduced. During the last 
few decades research done in group theory has come to play an 
increasingly important role. The most important feature of the 
recent developn^nt prominent role played by homological algebra. 
Harrision [ G ]» Fuch s [3 ] and many others gave a new direction 
to the group theory using homological techniques. These techni-
ques made possible, to deal the extension problems and to obtain 
several important structure theorems. Harrision proved that the 
extension of A by B corresponding to pure exact sequences 
0 > A --==> G > B > 0 form a subgroup Pext (B,A) of the 
group Ext (B,A) of all extensions of A by B. Further he discoverot 
that Pext (B,A) coincides with the first ulm subgroup of Ext(B,A)« 
He also introduced the concept of a cotorsion group. Irwin [iJj] 
gave the concept of high subgroups. This concept made possible 
the generalisation of pure and neat subgroups to pure-high and 
neat-high-subgroups and extensions. Many papers wore written 
(11) 
by H^rrision [9 ] , Peercy [ l 3 ] . Walker [ i 3 ] , and 
othe-r^* I t «?as found that the group of pure-high extensions 
Hext (B ,A) of A by B . Coincides with the F r a t t i n i sub(jroup 
of Text ( B , A ) . 
In t h i s d isser ta t ion we have arranged the recent work 
done in Groups of neat and pure-high extensions. 
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CHAPTER - I 
PRELIMINARIES 
The principal purpose of this introductory chapter is 
to recall some necessary definitions, notations and other 
background informations needed for the subsequent chapters. 
The proof of most of the results stated in this chapter can 
be found in [s]. 
All groups considered throughout this work are 
abelian. 
1.0 Some Elementary Concepts 
Definition 1.01 (Torsion Group ) : If every elen»ent 
of a group A is of finite order, then A is called a torsion 
group or a periodic group. 
Definition 1.02 (Torsion Free-Group) : If every element 
of a group A is of infinite order except the identity elemGnt 
of A then A is called a torsion-free group. 
Definition 1.03 (Mixed Group) : A group which contains 
both non-zero elements of finite order and of infinite order 
is called a mixed group. 
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Theorem 1,04 : If T is the set of all elements of 
finite order in a group A» then T is a subgroup of A and 
T is a torsion group and the quotient group A/T is torsion-
free. 
Proof : See [3] 
Definition 1.05 (o-Group) : A group is said to be a 
primary group (or a p-group) if the order of every element 
is of some power of a fixed prime p. 
Definition 1.06 (Elementary Group) : A group is called 
an elementary group if every element of the group has a square 
free order. 
Definition 1.07 («4uaGi-Cyclic Gyoup) : Let p denotes 
a prime. The p"th complex roots of unity, with n running 
over all integers >. 0 form an infinite multiplicative group. 
This group is called a Quasi-cyclic group or a group of 
type p*" and is denoted by Z(p**). 
It can be defined by using the following defining 
relations : 
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pcj^  « 0 ; pcg « Cj^  ; PC3 « Cg ; ... pc^ ^ = c^^^ ', 
where c,, €2$ •••» c^ ••• a^ ® generators of the group Z(p ). 
Quasi-Cyclic group satisfies the following properties. 
The proofs of vjhich can be found in [3]. 
(i) All the Quasi-cyclic groups belonging to the same 
prime p are isomorphic. 
(ii) It is an infinite group, but all of its subgroups 
are finite groups and they form an ascending chain of subgroups. 
(iii) It is locally cyclic. It means that all of its 
subgroups are cyclic i.e. it contains all finite cyclic groups 
as subgroups. 
Definition 1.U8 (Direct Sum) : Let B,C be subgroups 
of A. Then A is said to be internal direct sum of its subgroups 
B and C if (i) B+C « A V (ii) B f^  C « 0 and it is wiibien 
as A = B S C. 
Definition 1.09 (Direct Summand) J A subgroup B of a 
group A is said to be a direct sumraand of A if there is a 
j 
subgroup C of A such that A « B €> C. In this case C is knovm 
as complementary direct suramand of A or complement of B in A» 
Direct sum satisfies the following properties. The proof 
can be found in [3]. 
(i) If A = B ® C, then C « A/B. Thus the compleiaent of B 
in A is unique upto isomorphism. 
(ii) If A a B © C, and if G is a subgroup of A containing 
B, then G = B e (G n c). 
(iii) Ifae A = B © C , and if a = b + c (be B, c ^ C ) , 
then 0(a) is the least common multiple of 0(b) and 0(c). 
(iv; If A « © B4, where each B. is direct sum, 
i ^ 1 
B. = ® B. . , then A =* © (^  B, . . 
^ j J^ i J ^^ 
(v) If A « €> B^ and if for every i, C^Q B^, then 
£ C. = xB C. • 
^ i ^ 
(vl) If A = ® e B.. , then A « © B. with 
i j J^ i ^ 
^i -- ®j ^ij • 
Definition 1.10 (External Direct Sum) : Let B,C be groups» 
the set of all pairs (b,c) with b e B, c <s C under the rules. 
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( i ) (bi»Ci) « (b2»^2^ ^^^ ^1 " ^2* ^1 '^ ^2 • 
( i i ) (b^,Cj^) + (b2,C2) = {by+ bgt c^+ Cg) for 5^^,52^ B 
and c , ,C2 <= C forms a group A ca l l ed the ex t e rna l d i r e c t sum 
of B and C. 
Definition 1.11 (Direct Product) : Let B^ (i £ I) be a 
set of groups and let a vector (•>»»bj^ »»*.} over this set of 
B. has exactly one coordinate b. for each i ^  I and b^ e B^ .^ 
By considering equality and addition of vectors as coordinate-
wise, the set of all vectors becomes a group C called the 
direct product of the groups B^  and denoted by C =» u B,. 
^ i e I ^ 
Theorem 1.12 : A to rs ion group A i s the d i r e c t sura of 
p-group6 A^ belonging to d i f f e r en t primes p . The A are uniquely 
determined by A. 
Proof : See [ 3 J . 
Theorem 1.13 : An elementary p-group is the direct sum 
of cyclic groups of order p. 
Proof : See [s]. 
Lemma 1.14 : If there is a projection it of A onto 
its subgroup B, then B is a direct suramand of A. 
Proof I See [3]. 
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Definition 1«15 (Free Group) : A group Is said to be a 
free group if it is a direct sum of infinite cyclic groups. 
Theorem 1.16 t If B is a subgroup of A such that A/B is 
free, then B is a direct suiranand of A. 
Proof : See [3] 
Theorem 1.17 : A subgroup of a free group i s f ree . 
Proof : See [ 3 ] . 
Definition 1.18 (Bounded Group) : A group A is said to be 
bounded if there exists a positive integer n such that nA = 0. 
Theorem 1»19 : A bounded group is a direct sum of cyclic 
groups. 
Proof : See [3j. 
Theorem 1.20 : Subgroups of direct sum of cyclic groups 
are again direct sum of cyclic groups. 
Proof : See [l6j 
1.1 Divisible Groups 
Definition 1.1.1 (Divisible Group) ; A group D is said 
to be a divisible group if all positive integers n divide all 
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the elements of D. Thus D is divisible iff n D a D for all 
positive integers n. 
Definition 1.1.2 (Reduced Group) : A group is said to be 
a reduced group if it has no divisible subgroups other than 
zero~group. 
Definition 1.1>3 (p-Divisible Group) : A group D is said 
to be p-divisible if p'^  D =» D for every positive integer k, 
where p is a prime. 
Divisible groups satisfy the following properties. The 
proof of which can be found in [s]. 
(i) A group is divisible iff it is p-divisible for every 
prime p. 
(ii) A p-group is divisible iff it is p-divisible. 
(iii) Every epimorphic image of a divisible group is 
divisible. 
(iv) A direct sum or a direct product of groups is divisible 
iff each component is divisible. 
(v) If Dji^ d ^  I) are divisible subgroups of A, for each 
i, then so is theix sum Z D.. 
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Theorem 1.1.4 : A divisible subgroup D of a group A is 
a direct summand ef At A =» D © C for some subgroup C of A. 
This C can be chosen as to contain a preassigned subgroup B 
of A vdth D n B = 0. 
Proof : See [l] 
Theorem 1.1.5 : Every group A is the direct sum of a 
divisible group D and a reduced group C, A « D 0 C. Here 
D is a uniquely determined subgroup of At while C is unique 
upto isomorphism. 
Proof : See [3] 
Theorem 1.1.6 : Every group can be embedded as a subgroup 
i n a d i v i s i b l e group. 
Proof : See [3] 
Def in i t ion 1.1.7 (Minimal Div i s ib l e Group) : A d i v i s i b l e 
group E conta in ing a group A i s s a i d to be a minimal d i v i s i b l e 
group I f the re I s no proper d i v i s i b l e subgroup of E t h a t 
contains A. 
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Theorem 1.1.8 t Every divisible group containing a group 
A contains a minimal divisible group containing A. Any two 
minimal divisible groups containing A are isomorphic over A. 
Proof : See [l6] 
Divisible«-Hull or In1ective-Hull i.1,9 : A group E 
containing a group A is said to be divisible-hull or injective-
hull of A if E is minimal divisible group. 
1.2. Pure Subgroups 
Definition 1.2.1 (Pure Subgroup) : A subgroup G of A 
is called a pure subgroup of A if the equation nx = g e G is 
solvable in G whenever it is solvable in A for all n e N. 
In other v/ords G is pure in A iff nG = G H nA, V n e N. 
Definition 1.2.2 (p-Puritv) : A subgroup G of A is said 
k k 
to be p-pure if p G = G O p^ A^, where p is a prime number 
and k «> 1,2, •«• 
Pure subgroup sa t i s f i es the following proper t ies . The 
proof of which can be found in [ 3 ] . 
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(i) If G is p-pure in A for every prime p, then G is 
pure in A. 
(ii) Every direct sumraand is a pure subgroup. Zero and A 
are the trivial pure subgroups of a group A. 
(iii) The torsion part of a mixed group and its p-components 
(the groups A_) are pure subgroups (these fail to be in general, 
direct summands). 
(iv)The subgroups of Q. (group of rationals) and Z(p*') 
(Quasi-cyclic group) have no pure subgroups except the 
trivial ones. 
(v) If A/G is a torsion-free group, then G is pure in A. 
(vi) In torsion-free groups, intersection of pure subgroups 
are again pure. 
(vii) Purity is an inductive property. 
(viii) Purity is a transitive property. 
(ix) The intGrsQcton of tv/o pure subgroups need not be 
pure in general. 
(x) A p-pure p-subgroup of a group is pure. 
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(xi) If G is pure in A, then nG is pure in nA« 
(xii) A divisible subgroup is pure. 
Lemma 1*2.3 : Let B«C be subgroups of A such that 
C s B e A then vje have : 
(i) If C is pure in B and B is pure in Ar then C is pure 
in A. 
(ii) If B is pure in A, then B/C is pure in A/C. 
(iii) If C is pure in A, B/C is pure in A/C, then B is pure 
in A. 
Proof : See [3] 
Proposition 1»2.4 : Assume that the subgroup B of A is 
the direct sum of cyclic groups of the same order p • Then the 
follov/ing statements are equivalent : 
(i) B is pure (p-pure) subgroup of A. 
(ii) B satisfies B O p'^  A = 0 . 
(iii) B is direct summand of A. 
Proof : See [3] 
Theorem 1.2,5 : A subgroup B of a group A is pure iff 
every coset A modulo B contains an element o£ the same order 
as this coset. 
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Proof : See [25] 
Theorem 1.2.6 : A bounded pure subgroup i s a direct 
suiranand. 
Proof : See [l5] 
Theorem 1.2.7 : If B is a pure subgroup of A such that 
A/B is a direct sum of cyclic groups, then B is a direct 
summand of A. 
Proof : See [is] 
Lemma i.2.8 : To every group A there exists a direct sum 
of cyclic groups, x = ® < x. >, and an epimorphism a: x -—> A 
such that ker (T^ ) is pure in x. 
Proof : See [3J 
1.3. Algebraically Compact Groups 
Definition 1.3.1 : A group A is called algebraically 
compact if A is a direct summand in every group G that contains 
A as a pure subgroup. 
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Definition I.3.2. (Ulm Subgroup) : The Ulm subgroup of 
a group A is defined as the intersection of all subgroups of A 
and denoted by A • 
i.e. A*"- = f^  nA , ¥ n^ N. 
n 
this A is called the first Ulm subgroup of A. 
Definition 1.3.3 (Ulm Factor) : The quotient group 
A/A'^ '"^  is called the a^^ Ulm factor of A, and is written 
as A^, a = 0,1,2, ... where A° and A^ -^^  are a^^ and (.?H)^^ 
Ulm subgroups of A. 
Proposition 1.3.4 : A reduced algebraically compact 
group is a direct summand of a direct Product of cyclic 
p-groups. 
In particular A - 0 holds for the first Ulm subgroup of 
a reduced algebraically compact group A» 
Proof : See [3] 
•proposition 1.3.5 : A di rec t product of groups i s 
a lgebraical ly compact iff every component i s algebraical ly 
compact. 
Proof I See [3] 
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Proposition 1.3.6 : Every group can be embedded as a 
pure subgroup in an algebraically compact group 
Proof ; See [3] 
Proposition 1.3.7 : A group A is algebraically compact iff 
A is a direct sumraand of every group G such that A is pure in 
G and G/A is isomorphic to Q or to some zCp**). 
Proof I See [sj 
Proposition 1.3.8 : If A i s reduced algebraical ly compact 
and B i s a subgroup of A such that (A /B) =» 0 , then lx)th B and 
A/B are reduced algebraical ly compact groups, where ( / \ /B) i s 
the f i r s t Ulra subgroup of the group A / B . 
Proof : See [3] 
Proposition 1.3.9 t If a reduced algebraically compact group 
is torsion , then it is bounded. 
Proof : See [3] 
1.4. Homomorphism Groups 
Definition 1.4.1 (Group of Homomorohisms) : Let A and C be 
two groups. If we take all the homomorphisms from the group A 
to C, the set of these homomorphisms, under addition of 
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homomorphisms forms an abelian group which is known as group 
of homomorphisms from A to C and it is denoted by Horn (A,C). 
Group of homomorphisms satisfies the following properties. 
The proof of which can be found in [3]. 
(i) If U is any infinite cyclic groupj, then Horn (U,V) S v 
for any group V, 
(ii) Horn (A,C) « 0 in the following cases : 
(a) if A is torsion and C is torsion-free, 
(b) If A is a p-group and C is a q-group, 
where p and q are distinct primes. 
(c) if A is divisible and C is reduced. 
(iii) If C[n] » 0, for some integer n, then Horn (A,C)[n]= 0, 
for every group A. 
(iv) Horn (A»C) is torsion - free whenever C is torsion-froo 
(v) if C is torsion- free and divisible, then Hom (A,C) 
is also torsion-free and divisible 
(vi) if for some integer n > 0, nA = A, then Hom(A,C)[n]=0. 
(vii) if A is divisible, then Hom (A,C) is torsion-free. 
(viii) if A is torsion-free and divisible, then the same 
holds for Hom (A,C). 
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Theorem 1«4«2 : There exists a natural isomorphism 
Horn ( ® A4, C) « TC Horn { A ^ , C ) 
iel ^ i € l ^ 
Proof : See [3] 
Theorem 1.4.3 J There e x i s t s a n a t u r a l isomorphism 
Hom ( A , 11 C4) a It Horn ( A , C , ) 
i G I 1 l e l ^ 
Theorem 1.4.4 t If A i s a to r s ion group, then Hom ( A , C ) , 
i s a reduced a l g e b r a i c a l l y compact group, for any C. 
Proof ; See [5] and [ 6 ] . 
Theorem 1.4.5 : If C i s a l g e b r a i c a l l y compact, then for 
every group A Hom ( A , C ) i s a l g e b r a i c a l l y compact. 
Proof : See [5] 
1.5. Homoloqical Methods In Infinite Abelian Groups 
Definition 1.5.1 (Exact Sequence ) : A sequence of groups 
AJ and homomorphisms a*, 
a, ar> a^ a. 
A,, - ^ > Aj - ^ > A2 -^-> A3 > ...-> \.i^^> \ 
i s c a l l e d an exact sequence i f Imaj, =* ker oiu-y » for 
i « 1,2, , . . , k-1 and k >, 2 . 
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In particular 0 — — > A - ^ > B is exact iff a is monomor-
phism» and B 0 is exact iff p is epimorphism, and 
0 > A - ^ > B — — > 0 is exact iff a is an isomorphism. 
Definition 1.5.2 (Short Exact Sequence) z A sequence of 
the form 
y^ • I " i..!^ 0 " ', > c -> 0 
is said to be a short exact sequence if 
(i) a is monomorphism, 
(ii) p is epimorphism, 
(iii) Im a = Ker p. 
Definition 1.5.3 (Splitting Cxact Sequence) : An exact 
sequence 
-> A g •> B -> G -> 0 
is said to be splitting if Im a is a direct sumraand of B. 
Lemma 1.5.4 (The 4-Lemma) : If in the following diagram 
of homomorphisms and groups 
"l 
Y2 
a< 
•> C 
a. 
A2 -> B, •> C. 
-> Di 
^ 
-> D. 
1 
the two rows are exact and the diagram is commutative y^ ^ 
is an epimorphism and Y4 is a monomorphisro, 
(i) if Y3 is epimorphism, then so is Y 2 * 
(ii) if Yo i® monomorphistn, then so Is Y3. 
Proof : See [ll] 
Lemma 1.5.5 (The 5-Lemma) t Let the diagram 
V 
A2 
»2 
V 
•> B, 
^ a> 
•> A. •> A> 
be commutative with exact rovvsj 
•> B, T •> B. h 
(i) If YjL is epimorphism and Y2» Y4 stre monomorphisms, 
then Yo is monomerphism. 
(ii) If Y5 is monomorphism and Y2»Y4 are epimorphism then 
Y3 is epimorphism. 
(iii) if Yj^  is epimorphism, Yg Is monomorphism and Y2» Y4 
are isomorphisms, then Y3 is isomorphism. 
Proof : See [3] 
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Lemma 1 .5#6 (The Short 5~Lemma) : If the diagram 
-> B. 
P; 
^3 
•> A> -> 0 
•> B, 
p. 
•> B> -> 0 
is commutative ivith exact rows, 
(i) if Y2 and Y4 sure monomorphisms, then Yo is monomorphism. 
(ii) if Y2 "^^ ^ Y4 ®^® epiraorphisms, then Y3 is epimorphism, 
(iii) if Yo ^'^^ Y4 sre isomorphisms, then Y3 is isomorphism. 
Proof : See [ll] 
Lemma 1.5.7 (The 3 x 3 Lemma) : Assume that the diagram 
-> A, 
>i 
V 
V 
-> A, 
0 
•> B 
'2 . „ ^^ 2 
•> Br 
•> B, 
0 
p. 
'1 — ^ * ^ > Ci 
-> c, 
-> c. 
V 
0 
.-> 0 
•> 0 
••> 0 
is commutative and all the three columns are exact. If the 
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first two or the last two rows are exact, then the remaining 
row is exact. 
Proof : See [3] 
Definition 1.5.8 (Projective Group) t A group G is said 
to be projective if every diagram 
B — a ^ > Q " £. 
with exact row can be completed by a suitable homomorphism 
r// J G -..^^ B to a commutative diagram. 
Theorem 1.5.9 : A group is projective iff it is free. 
Proof : See [I8] 
Definition 1.5.10 (Injective Group) t A group D is said 
to be injective if to every diagram 
0 > ^ 2 > B 
••' 
^ . a' 
D ^ 
with exact row, there exists a homomorphism »] : B — — > o 
making the diagram commutative. 
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Theorem 1.5.11 : For a group D, the following conditions 
are equivalent. 
(i) D is divisible 
(ii) D is injective 
(iii) D is a direct summand of every group containing D. 
Proof : See [3] 
Definition 1.5.12 (Pure Exact Secaience) : A short exact 
sequence 
a fi 
0 > A > B > C > 0 
i s said to be pure exact i f Xm a i s a pure subgroup of B. 
Definition 1.5.13 (p-Pure Exact Sequence) : A short exact 
sequence. 
ti fi 
0 > A > B > C > 0 
i s said to be p-pure exact i f Xm a i s a p-pure subgroup of B. 
Theorem 1.5.14 : For an exact sequence 
a P 
0 > A > B >^ C > 0 
each of the following conditions are equivalent to the pure 
exactness of 
Q >^ A > B > C > 0 
22 
tt B 
(1) 0 > nA >^ nB >^ rC >^ 0 
i s exact for every n. 
ft fi 
( i i ) 0 > A[n] >B[n] >C[n] > 0 
is exact for every n. 
a p ( i i i ) 0 >A/nA >B/nB >C/TC > 0 
i s exact for every n. 
a 6 
(iv) 0 >A/A[n3 >B/B[n] >C/c[n] >0 
i s exact for every n. 
]|>roof : See [3] 
ft B 
Theorem 1.5.15 : Let 0 >^ A — > B — > C >^ 0 
be a short exact sequence. Then for an a rb i t r a ry group G, the 
induced sequences 
ft* * 
( i ) 0 > Hom(C,G) -2—> Hom(B,G) -2—> Hom(A,G) 
n fi 
( i i ) 0 > Hom(G,A) — ^ > Hom(G,B) — ^ > Hom(G,C) 
are exact, where a » p t a^» P* ^^^ induced homomorphism. 
Proof : See [2] 
Theorem 1.5.16 : Given G, for every exact sequence 
.> A — ^ — > B — ^ — > C —- > 0 
the induced sequence 
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ft * 
0 >Hom(C ^ G ) - ^ — > H o m ( B , G ) - 2 — > H o m ( A , G ) >^0 
i s exact i f f G i s divisible and the induced sequence 
0 >Hoin( G, A) >^Hom( G, B)—^>Hom( G ,C) >^0 
i s exact i f f G is free; where p , a « a«» Pi^  are induced 
homomorphisms. 
Proof t See [3] 
Theorem 1*5«17 : For a fixed G, the sequence 
0 >Hom(C»G)-^'"-'>Hom( B,G)-^ i^ -->Hom( A,G)~-—>0 
is exact for every pure exact sequence 
0 > A ^ > B — S — > C > 0 
iff G is algebraically compact and the sequence 
0 >Hom(G,A)—^>Hom(G,B)—^>Hom(G,C) >0 
is exact for every pure-exact sequence 
0 >^ A — a — > B — 2 — > c > 0 
iff G is direct sum of cyclic groups ; where p » a , o»f P^  
are induced homomorphisms• 
Proof : See [3], 
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CHAPTER - II 
rJEAT SUDGROUPS 
The concept of neatness v./hich is due to Honda [lOj is 
a natural generalization of purity, a notion introduced by 
Prufer. Many of the properties of pure subgroups Caity over 
to neat subgroupc, but at tl\G snme tlu"^  other violl-known 
properties of pure subgroups are lost. 
Starting with the elementary properties of neat subgroups, 
minimal neat subgroups containing a given group, intersection 
of neat subgroups of a group has been discussed. Intersection 
of neat-hulls is defined as n - subgroup. Different characteri-
sations of u - subgroups and some properties have been arranged. 
2.0 l:)efinitions 
Definition 2.01 (Neat Subgroup) : A subgroup N of a 
group G is called a neat subgroup if the equation px = n <s M 
is solvable in N whenever it is solvable in G, for all primes 
p e p . 
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Definition 2.02 (p-/\bsorbing) : Let p be a prime.. A 
subgroup S is p-absorbing if px <E S implies that x G S* 
Definition 2.03 (Socle of a Group) : The socle of a 
group G consists of all elements whose orders are square-free 
integers and it is denoted by S(G). 
Definition 2,04 (Full Subgroup) : A subgroup F is full 
in G, if the socle of G coincides with the socle of F-
Definition 2.05 (Absolute Direct Summand ) : A subgroup A 
of a group G is called an absolute direct summand of G if for 
every subgroup B of G, vve have G = A ^ B 
Note s If G is a group, then G^ denotes the (maximal) 
torsion subgroup of G and G denotes the p-primary component 
of G^. 
2,1 Elementary Properties 
Almost all the properties and basic results of neat sub-
groups are recorded in this section. 
Proposition 2.1.1 : Neatness is a transitive property 
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Proof : A .to neat in B Implies pA = A <^  pB for each p 
and B is neat in C implies 
pA « A n (B o pc) = (A ^  B) n p c = A = p c. 
which shows that A is neat in C. 
Proposition 2,1,2 : Neatness is an inductive property. 
Proof : Lot G.,^  G^^G^^. G^^ ...... is an ascending 
chain of neat subgroups of A and G = U Gj^  for i = 1,2,3,... 
Suppose the equation px = g* 6 G has a solution in A. 
Also g. (E. G ==>gj G G. but Gj is neat in A (by trans itive 
property) ==> x <£ G.<=^ U G. = G = > x G G, which shows that 
the equation px = g^  has a solution in G and G is neat in A. 
Proposition 2.1.3 : Every direct suinmand is neat. 
Proof : Lot A = B © C, then 
B 0 pA = B 0 p(B + C) = B n (pB + pC)= (pB + pC) H B =•• pB + 
(pC O B) = pB. which shows that B is neat in A. 
Remark 2.1,4 : Every pure subgroup is neat but the 
converse is not true in general. 
Example 2.1.5 : Take a group G = < a > ® <b/' such 
that 0(a) = p and 0(b) = p, A subgroup N = < pa -f b> where 
0(aj = p and 0(b^ = p, is a neat subgroup of G but it is not 
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Proposition 2.1,6 : Neat subgroups of torsion-free 
groups are pure. 
Proof : Let H be neat in the torsion free group G, 
the equation px ~ h has a solution in H for each h e H 
i.e. x(= H. Then if x e H => Pj x^  = x for Pj^ e P and 
X, e H. Therefore, we have px = p(pj^ Xj^ ) = ppj^ x^ ^ = h ==> nx^ 
= h ==> H is pure in G. 
Proposition 2.1,7 : If G is a torsion-free group then 
the intersection of neat subgroups of G is always a neat 
subgroup. 
Proof : Let G be a torsion-free group S, and S^ are 
neat subgroups of G, Lot the equation px = s <2 S, O S« has 
a solution in G. Since G is torsion-free the solution must be 
unique and S^^ neat in G implies x «S: S^ ^ also S2 is noat in G 
implies x e S2. Therefore x e S^^ O S2 and the equation has 
a solution in S^f\ Sg proving Sj^ O S2 is neat in G. 
2,2 Neat-Hull 
In this section neat subgroups of divisible groups and 
of elementary p-groups are discussed. Conditions under which 
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a neat subgroup becomes an absolute direct summand, minimal 
neat subgroup containing a given group (neat-hull) are 
studied. «Vith the help of neat hull some important properties 
of neat subgroups are derived. 
Definition 2,2.1 (Neat-Hull) i Let S be a subgroup of 
G then the smallest neat ^ ^bgroup N of G containing S is 
called the neat-hull of S in G. 
Definition 2.2,2 (Dense) : If N is a neat-hull of S then 
S is dense in N that is S 0 A j^  0 for every non-zero subgroup 
A of N. 
Remarks 2.2,3 : (i) If N is neat-hull of S then S is 
full in N, 
(2) If N is neat in G and S is dense in N, then M is a 
neat-hull of S. 
(3) If N is neat-hull of S then for any subgroup H of 
G, H n s r: 0, iff H a N = 0. 
(4) Every neat subgroup containing a subgroup S contains 
a neat-hull of S. 
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Xheorem 2,2.4 : Let H be any subgroup of G and M a 
subgroup of G maximal with respect to the property M O H =s 0 
then M is neat in G. 
Proof : Let the equation pg « m, where g S G, m <£: M 
has a solution in G« Since, M O H = 0 and M is maximal with 
respect to this property this implies that <M,g> ^  H j^  0 and 
there exists h such that h = m, + kg for some mj,<= M and k is 
not a multiple of p and h <2 H. If k = 1 then h = ra-+ g this 
implies that ph « pm^ -^J- pg. How, pm, S M and pg c= M. Also 
ph G H. But l\ n II = 0 this implies that pm^ ^ + pg = 0 s==> pmj^ +m =0 
this implies that - pm^ ^ = m = > p(-m,) « m which proves that 
M is neat in G. 
Proposition 2,2.5 : Let H be a subgroup of G and M is a 
subgroup of G maximal with respect to the properties lie N, 
N n M = 0, then M is neat - hull of H in G. 
Proof : Suppose t}\n.t I] j.r, not ncnt-hull of H then there 
exists N» in G such that H ^ N ' ^ N and N'O M = 0 which contra-
dicts that N is maximal with respect to the property N f\ M « 0. 
Hence, N is neat-hull of H in G. 
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Prog'osition 2.2,6 : Ucat subgroups of divisible groups 
are divisible. 
Proof : Let D be the divisible group and N is a neat 
subgroup of D. Since, D is divisible nD = D for all n. Also, 
N is neat in D implies pN = N 0 pD for all p. pN = N H D = D 
implies pN = N iinplios nM = N that is N is also divisible. So 
the neat subgroups of divisible groups are divisible. 
Theorem 2.2,7 : If N is a neat subgroup of G and either 
N itself is an elementary p-group or the factor group G/N is 
elementary, then U is a direct summand of G. 
Proof : Let M is neat in G and M is an elementary p-group 
then pN =» N n pG for each p. Also, N = Q Z(p). Since, N 
P 
is elementary p-group =»> pN « p ( e Z(p) J = ® (p Z(p)) = 0 
P P 
pU =s 0 ==> N f^  pG = 0 . Since every group can be embedded as a 
subgroup in a divisible group N is a direct summand of G. 
Theorem 2.2,8 : For a subgroup A of G to be an absolute 
direct summand it is necessary and sufficient that if H is 
any neat subgroup of G with A H N = 0 , then A + N is also 
neat in G. 
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Proof : If A is an absolute direct suranand of G and U 
is neat in G with A ^ N = 0 then there is B such that UG B 
and G =s A + B implies g » a + b for all g G G, a e A and 
b G B we have to show that A + N is neat in G. 
Let the equation pg =» a*+ c for a* <£ A ^c G N is solvable 
in G then we get p(af-bj =: a» + c =»> pa + pb == a*+ c '=> pa = a* 
and pb « c. Mow, c e N = > pb e M. Also, N is neat in G so 
there exists c'£^5 such that pc' = c this implies that pg = a'+c 
= pa + pb = p(a-J-c*) (for a+c'G A + N) ==> g = a+c*. Therefore 
for a* + c <c N there exists a + c* (E N such that the equation 
is solvable in A + N. 
Conversely, let A satisfies the stated conditions and 
let B be any subgroup maximal v7ith respect to the property 
B n A = 0. Then by theorem 2,2.4, B is neat and assumption 
Implies that A + B is again neat. If g G G satisfies pg e A+B, 
then for some c <E A + B v.e have pg = pc, p(g-c) = 0 . Since 
A + B must contain every element of G of prime order, v/e 
conclude that g - c S A + B , g e A + B . Hence by lemma 2 2,1 
of [4J, G = A + B. A is actually an absolute direct summand. 
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Theorem 2.2.9 : If E is the divisible hull fif G^ then 
N is a neat subgroup of G if and only if N « G H D where D is 
a divisible subgroup of E. 
Proof ! First we frove that N s= G f^  D is neat. Let g <£ G 
satisfies pg = a G G n D» then there is some x e D with px = a. 
In case x 7^  g, g - x is of order p, g-x e E[p] = G[pj whence 
x G G , x e G n D = N and IS is neat. 
Conversely, let H is neat in G and D a divisible-hull 
of E, containing N. In order to show N = G ^^ D, we prove that 
a <= G n D implies that a G N. If a^ N, then some non-zero 
multiple na belongs to N, choose n (> 0) as small as possible 
and write n = pn,. Then b = n^ a ^  N, pbG N, against hypothesis 
we can easily show that D2C Dj^  ==> G 0 D2<^ G H DI . In f^ cj-
Dj^  a D2 + D^ and G H D^ is not zero 
Theorem 2,2.10 : Every subgroup H of G can be emoedded 
in a neal-hull N of G. 
Proof I Consider the divisible-hull D of E which contains 
H. where E is the divisible-hull of G then by previous theorem, 
G n D will be a noat subgroup containing H and will be minimal. 
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2.3. Intersection of Neat Subgroups 
The intersection of neat subgroups of a group need not 
be neat in general, for example, 
Let G = <a> e <b> where 0(a) = p^ and 0(b) = p.. A 
subgroup M = < pa + b > where 0(a) = p and 0(b) = p, is a 
neat subgroup of G, but it is not pure in G. 
In this section we characterize all those subgroups of 
an arbitrary group G V;-).lcli c.n ' :• i-.rrjt'coi^ itod ac t!io intor?octior 
of neat subgroups of G. 
Definition 2.3.1 (-rt-Subaroup) : Let G be a group then all 
those subgroups S of G which can be represented as the inter-
section of neat subgroups of G are called u-subgroupSi. 
By using remark (4) of 2,2.3 v;e can define n-subgroups 
as follows : S is a u-subgroup iff it is the intersection 
of its neat-hulls. 
l/G put forward a few characterisations of n-subgroups. 
(I) A subgroup S of a group G is a u-subgroup iff 
for every x e G with x ^  S, there exists a neat subgroup 
containing S but not including x. 
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(II) S is a -re-subgroup of G iff for every x <^  S vdth 
px <= S, there is a neat subgroup N containing S and not 
including x. 
Note : II characterisation is more powerful than I. 
Theorem 2,3.2 : Lot S be a ix-subgroup of an arbitrary 
group G. Then S is a u-subgroup if and only if, whenever 
px ^  S with X ^  S, there exists Z with pZ = 0, and ZJ^ S. 
Proof : Let S be a n-subgroup. If now, x ^  S, with 
px € S, then by theorem 2«2.9, we can find a neat subgroup N 
containing S but not including x* But then, by the neatness 
of N px = py for some ye N. How, clearly, p( x-y) = 0 and 
(x-y) ^  S. 
Conversely, let S satisfies the stated condition. Let 
px = a e S, with X ^  S. Vi/e distinguish two cases. 
Case 1 : Let a is divisible by p in S, say, a = py, y e S. 
Then U = x-y is of order p and does not belong to S. Now, 
lyj n s = 0 and so by Rcnark (4) of 2.2.3 there is a neat-
hull N of S disjoint with \u\ . But then N will not include 
X, since, if xe N, then U = (x-y) will belong to N[pJ = S[p], 
a contradiction. 
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Case 2 : Let a be not d i v i s i b l e by p i n S. Now, by 
hypo thes i s , we can find a Z such tha t pZ = 0 and Z <j^ S. Let 
y = X + Z and S' = {S,y3'. Then, py - px = a and ive a s se r t 
t h a t S*[p] = S [p3 . li p o s s i b l e , l e t S» e s»[p] with S"9^ S[pJ . 
Then we can wr i t e S* :^ S + ay , where s S and v^here we can 
take a < p« Now, pS* « 0 and so we have, -pS =s pocy st a a . But 
t h i s i s a c o n t r a d i c t i o n , since a and hence oca, i s not d i v i s i b l e 
by p in S . Thus S*lp] » S [ p ] . Let now N* be a n e a t - h u l l of S*. 
Then Sc . N» and fu r the r x 5^  N ' , s ince otherwise Z = y-x e N ' [p] 
= S»[pJ = Sip], 
Thus i n both cases S s a t i s f i e s the theorem 2 .2 ,9 and so 
i s a Ti-subgroup. 
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CHAPTER - III 
MEAT EXTENSIONS 
The extensions of A by B corresponding to neat exact 
sequences 0 ——> A ——> G ——> B ——>' 0 form a subgroup 
Next (B,A) of group Ext (B,A) of all extensions of A by B. It 
follows that Next (B,A) coincides with the Frattini subgroup of 
Ext (B,A). Conditions for algebraic compactness of the group 
Next (B,A), by fixing the group B as Q/z and varying the 
group A has been discussed. Exact sequences for the constructions, 
and to study two important subgroups of Next and their quotient 
groups are given. By fixing the group B as cyclic group of prime 
power order the group Next (B,A) is computed when A is finite 
or an infinite cyclic group. 
3.0 Definitions 
Definition 3.?:^1 (Extension) : If the sequence 
E : 0 — ^ > A -•^^> B > C > 0 is exact, v;here [i stands 
for the inclusion map and y is an epimorphism with ker HA then 
B is called an extension of A by C. 
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Definition 3.02 (Group of Extensions) : Extensions of a 
group A by a group C form a group called group of extensions 
and is denoted by Ext (C,A) 
Definition 3.03 (Cotorslon Group) s A group G is called 
Cotorslon if for every torsion-free group J, Ext (J,G} « 0. 
Definition 3.04 (Neat Extension) : The exact sec[iience 
0 > A — > G — > B — > 0 is called neat extension if A is 
a neat subgroup of G. 
Definition 3.05 (Group of Neat Extensions) : Neat extensions 
of a group A by a group C form a group called the group of neat 
extensions and is denoted by Next (C,A). The elements of 
Next (C,A) are the neat exact sequences. 
3.1 Elementary Properties of Next 
In this sec Lion ive diccuss GQUO of the basic proper ties 
of the group of neat extensions. 
Proposition 3.1.1 : Next (C,A) is the Frattini subgroup of 
Ext (C,A). 
Proof : Analogous to the proof of 
Pext (C,A) « n n Ext (C,A) 
n G N .^^f^ ••> ~~^-
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Propositioq 3.1.2 : Next (B,A) is for all groups A and B 
a cotersion yroup. 
Proof t For arbitrary groups A and B the factor group 
Ext (a,A)/Next (B,A) is reduced. The exact sequence 
0 > Next(B,A) > Ext(B,A) > Ext(B,A)/Next(B,A) > 0 
yields the exact sequence, 
Hom(Q, Ext(B,A)A^©xt(B,A) ) >^ Ext(Q, Next(B,A) > 
> Ext (Q, Ext(B,A) ) 
The first group is zero since Q is divisible and the factor 
group is reduced. Also Ext(B,A) is cotorsion for all groups A 
and B. Hence the last group vanishes, and Ext(Q,Next(B,A)) = 0 
Thus Next (B^A) is cotorsion. 
Proposition 3.1.3 : Let {^ G^ , i <^  l]f be a family of 
groups, for any group H^ Then 
Next ( ® G^, H) « n Next (64 ,H) 
iGl ^ iGl ^ 
Next (H, % G4 ) « n Next (H,GJ 
i<El ^ iel ^ 
Proof : Since Frattini subgroups of two isomorphie groups 
arc isomorphic, and Frattini subgroup of a direct product is the 
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d i r e c t product of the F r a t t i n l subgroups the isomorphism 
Ext ( ^^  G4,n) ^ ' iExt (U, ,H) 
i ^ I ^ ^ 
««> n p(Ext ( ^ G , , H ) ) « n p(7r Ext(G,,H)) 
p e p '- pChV ^ 
«»> n p(Ext ( ® G,,H)) = T H P Ext(G.,H) 
p G p I G I ^ i d pcEP * 
= > Next ( ® G,,H) « TT Next (G^tH) 
lei i iei ^ 
The proof of second isomorphism runs on similar lines.. 
Proposition 3.1.4 : Next (C,f^  ) « 0, if F\ is a cyclic 
group of prime order or if C is a direct sum of cyclic groups 
of prime order. 
Proof : Trivial 
3.2. Isomorphisms In Next 
In this section v/e discuss the isomorphisms of the group 
of neat extensions Next (B,A) by fixing the group B as Q/z, 
and varying the group A to torsion -free and then to torsion 
groups* Conditions under which the group Next (Q/Z, A) is 
algebraically compact has been arranged. 
First WG discuss the case v^en A is torsion-^ free. 
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ThGorcm 3.2.1 : Lot D h^ tho dlvis.lb.le hull of any torsion 
free group A, then for any monomorphism g of A into 
D © "^  (A/pA) 
pep 
Next(Q/Z, A) » Hom(Q/Z, (D ® TT (A/pA))/gA) 
pGp 
Hence Next (Q/Z, A) is a reduced algebraically compact group. 
Proof : Since D Is the divisible hull of A the sequence 
0 — > A ^ > D > D/A > 0 is exact. Define a monomor-
phism g of A into D ® ^p(A/pA) such that 
g(a) « (f(a), lafpA^ ) , a c5 A 
then by Lemma 4 of [9J the sequence 
0 > A >^ D®Tr(A/pA) > (D^®p (A/pA))/gA) > 0 
is neat exact and yields the exact sequence 
Hom(Q/Z, D ® "^ ( A / P A ) ) > Horn (Q/Z, (D ®7T^ A/pA)/gA) 
pep 
> Next (Q/Z, A) > Next (Q/Z, {D e>^{A/p.\))) 
Now, Horn (Q/Z, D © ""^  (A/PA)) « 
Hon (Q/Z, D) ®Hom (Q/Z, 7r(A/Ap)) 
The first summand is zero, since Q/z is torsion and D, the 
divisible hull of a torsion - free group, is torsion-free 
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Furthermore, Hom(Q/Z, i' ( A / P A ) ) = 'l" Morn(Q/Z, A/PA) 
p '"• r " '^ - p 
a ?^  Hom(q/Z, Z(p)) » 0 , Since Q / Z i s d i v i s i b l e and Z(p) , 
p e p 
the c y c l i c group of order pj i s reduced. Also the l a s t group 
Next(Q/Z, D® ^ ( A / P A ) ) « Next(Q/Z, D) ® Next(Q/Z, TT ( A / P A ) 
p e p p«^P 
The f i r s t summand i s zero , s ince D i s a d i v i s i b l e group. Also 
Next(Q/Z, '•'' ( A / P A ) ) "^ """ Mext(Q/Z, A/pA) « 
p e p p e p 
Next (a /Z , Z(p)) a 0 , s ince Z(p) i s an elementary p group. Thus 
Next(Q/Z, A) a Hom(Q/Z, D^^ (A/pA))/gA) 
Since Q/Z is a torsion group, Horn (Q/Z,7r(A/pA))/gA), and hence 
Next (Q/Z, A) is reduced algebraically compact group. 
In case of torsion groups v;e have the following : 
Theorem 3.2.2 i Let G±^  be the torsion part of G, then 
Next(Q/z, G) a Next(Q/Z, G^) ® Next (Q/Z, G/G^). 
Hence Next (Q/Z, G^) i s a l g e b r a i c a l l y compact, whenever 
Next (Q/Z, G) i s 
Proof : Since the t o r s i o n pa r t G^ of the group G i s a 
nea t subgroup of G, the sequence, (with the no ta t ion G/GX « F) 
0 > G^ > G > F > 0 
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i s neat exact and "fields the exact sequence, 
Hom(Q/Z, F) > Noxt(q/Z, G .^) > I)ext(Q/2, G) > Next(Q/Z,F) 
— > 0, The first group is 0, since Q/Z is torsion and F = G/G^ 
is torsion-free. If a is a monomorphism of F into D ® '^  (F/pF), 
pep 
where D is the divisible hull of F, as defined in theorem 3.2.1 
then (by theorem 3«21 and exampt 2 in [s] on page ^ 3) vve have 
Mext(Q/Z, F) S Hom(Q/Z,(Dpf T ( F / p F ) ) / a F ) 
a Hom( ® Z(p~) , (D®Tr (F/pF)) /aF) 
pcEP p G P 
= TT (Hom(Z(p**),(D® TT (F/pF)) /aF) 
p £ p p e p 
But because of theorem 44.3 of [3] these products are torsion-
free, hence Next (Q/Z, F) stays torsion-free. Furthermore, 
by proposition 3.1#2 Next (Q/Z, G^) is cotrosion, hence the 
sequence 
0 > Next (Q/Z, G^) > Next (Q/Z, G) > Next(Q/z, F) 
——> 0 splits and 
Next (Q/Z, G) = Next (Q/Z, G^) ©Next (Q/Z, G/G^) . 
Since every direct summand is a pure subgroup it follows that 
the splitting sequence is pure exact. Also a direct summand of 
an algebraically compact group is algebraically compact it 
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follows Next ( Q / Z , G^) i s a l g o b r a i c a l l y compact whenever 
Next (Q/Zf G) ?r.^ 
3 . 3 . Exact Sequence of Next 
In t h i s s ec t ion exact sequences connecting Next to Horn 
and the Horn t o Ext t o Next has been d i scussed . With the help 
of these exact sequences two subgroups of Next one contained 
in the o ther has been cons t ruc t ed . These subgroups and t h e i r 
quo t i en t group have been s t u d i e d . 
F i r s t ive connect Next to Horn in the form of an exact 
sequence. 
Theorem 3 .3 .1 If D i s the d i v i s i b l e pa r t of G then the 
exact sequence 0 > D > G > G/D > 0 y ie lds the 
exact sequence. 
0 > Next(G/D, e Z(p)) > Next(G, ® Z(p)) 
pG P p(=P 
> nom(D, V z ( p ) / © Z(p)) > 0 
pGP p e p 
where z(p) stands for cyclic group of order p. 
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Proof : Theorem 1.5.16 implies t h a t the exact secjuence 
Q ——> D > G —•> G/D — > 0 induces the exact sequence, 
0 > Hom(G/D, 77 z (p) ) > Hom(G, "IT z (p) ) > 0 
p e p p e p 
from theorem 9-2 and exerc i se 9.14 of [27] we K>>&o t h a t ® Z(p) 
p e p 
coinc ides with the maximal t o r s ion subgroup of TT z(p) and 
pep 
the f ac to r group '^ Z ( p ) / ® Z(p) i s d i v i s i b l e . I t follows 
p € P p £ P 
from theorem 4 4 .5 of [3] t h a t the sequence 
0 > Hom(G/D, TT z ( p ) / © Z(p)) >Hom(G, T ZCp)/® Z(p)) 
p e p p e p pGP pep 
> Hom(D, TT Z ( p ) / ® Z(p) ) > 0 
p e p pcEP 
i s e x a c t . Also the neat exact sequence 
0 > © Z(p) > Vr z(p) > TT z (p ) /© Z(p) — > 0 
p £ P pG P p<^P ^P 
yields the exact soquance 
Hora(G/D, TT z(p)) > Hom(G/D, "T Z ( p ) / ® Z(p)) 
pGP p e p p e p 
> Next(G/D, €) Z(p) — > Noxt(G/D, TT z (p ) ) 
p e p p(HP 
and 
Hom(G, /I Z(p)) > Hom(G, n Z ( p ) / ® Z(p)) 
pGP pGp pGP 
•> Next(G, ^ Z(p)) > Noxt(G, '^ Z(p)) 
pGp p<sp 
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Since , Next ( G / D . TT z(p) ) « " Next ( G / D , Z(p)) = 0 
pGp p ^ P 
Also, Mext(G, TT z(p) ) = 0 because Z(p) i s an elementary 
p e p 
p -group . The shor t exact sequences d iscussed above y ie lds the 
following commutative diagram. 
0 
•> Hom(G/D, )i Z(p)) 
p e p 
>Hom(G, I' Z(p)) ) > 0 
pGp 
•Tr 
•> Hom(G/D,TIz(p)/® Z ( p ) ) - ^ > H o m ( G , J z ( p ) / © Z(:p)) > 
Hom(D, TT Z ( p ) / ® Z(p))—> 
pep pep 
Next(G/D, ® Z(p)) > Next(G, % Z(p)) 
pG-P p«^P 
Mr 
0 0 
Since , Next(G, © Z(p)) and Hom(D, // Z ( p ) / ^ Z(p)) being 
p e p pGp pGP 
opimorphic images' of Horn (G, ^ z ( p ) / ® Z(p) ) with kernals 
p e p p e p 
Im g2 and Im f2» Also v/e have Im g2 = Im g2fi - Ini f2gi ^ Im fp, 
the t h i r d roiv can bo extended t o Hora(D, TV Z ( p ) / ® Z ( p ) ) , Now 
p e p p c p 
the three columns and first two rows in the commutative diagram 
are exact, it follows by 3 x 3 Lemma that the third row is exact 
\'ie obtain the exact sequence 
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0 > Next(G/D, © Z(p)) > Noxt ( G , ® Z(p) ) 
p e p p e p 
> Horn (D.^ir z (p ) /p | ^Z(p ) ) > 0 
as des i r ed . 
Next we connect Horn t o Ext to Next in the form of an 
exact sequence. 
Theorem 3«3«2 : The exact sequence 
0 > ® z( p""""^ ) — ^ > ® Z( p") -S—> ® z( p) > 0 
p € P p e P pc P 
and homomorphism 
f- : Ext (G, ^ zCp""-^)) > Ext (G, ® Z(p")) 
p^ P pGp 
imply t h a t 
Im f^t < Next (G, ® Z(p")) 
p e p 
and the sequence 
0 > Hora(G, ® Z(p""*^)) > Hom(G, ^ ZCp" '^)) > Hom(G,'^ Z(P); 
p"^P pGp pep 
> Ext(G, e Z(p""^) — ^ > Next(G, ® Z(p")) —^>Next(G,© Z(p); 
p S P pC=.p PGP 
> 0 
is exact for every group G, where Z(p") stands for the cyclic 
group of order p", n > 1 a fixed integer • 
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Proof s Let 
0 > H > F > G > 0 
be the free resolution of G, with F and hence H free* The 
following diagram is commutative. 
Hom(H.® Z(p""^))-i^>Ext(G, ® ZCp""^)) >Ext(F. ® ZCp"^ ""^ )) 
p^P 
f* 
p^P p€P 
f* 
Hom(H, ® Z(p")) > Ext(G, © Z(p")) > Ext(F, ® Z(p") 
p€ P p ^ P P ^ P 
Sincey an extension of a group lay a free group Is splitting 
the last two groups are zero* Also since the Frattini subgroup 
of a direct sum (direct product) is the direct sum(direct product) 
of the Frattini subgroups and Frattini subgroups of two isomorphic 
groups are isomorphic, we have 
n P Z(p") « Z (p" -^ ) , n > l 
P€P 
and hence 
0 P ( S) Z(p'*)) « © ZCp'^-^), n > 1 
p e p p ^ p p ^ p 
Since the group H i s f ree , we have 
Hom(H, (±) Z(p")) « u ( 0 Z(p") ) 
p ^ P p€P 
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and hence 
n p Horn (H, ® zCp'')) - n p i l ( ® Z(p")) 
p cH p >^CP pep PeP 
s TT n p( ®,z(p")) 
This proves 
Hom(H, ^ ZCp"*"^ ) ) i Horn (H, (3b Z ( p " ) ) 
p e P p<3^ P 
Hence fl stands for the inclusion mapping , and Im f^  i s the 
F r a t t i n i subgroup of Hom(H, ® zCp"^)), which i s mapped into 
pep 
the Frattini subgroup of Ext(G, ® ZCp'*)) under the homomor-
peP 
phism k» Also we have 
Im f^ j =3 Im f^ jh = Ira kf^ 
so; Im kfi and hence Im f^^ is mapped into the Frattini subgroup 
of Ext(G, ® Z(p'^)), that is 
pGP 
Im f» < Next (G, ® Z(p")). 
pep 
Since the sequence 
Ext(G, ® Zip^"^)) •—^> Ext(G, <$> Z(p")) 
psP pep 
> Ext(G, ^  Z(p)) > 0 
pGp 
is exact, the homomorphism g^^ maps Frattini subgroup into 
Frattini subgroup and hence the sequence 
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Ext(G, ® ZCp'^ "*^)) - - ^ > Next(G, ® Z(p")) 
p e p pG^P 
g-
> Next (G, © Z(p)) 
p e p 
i s exact. 
We are requi red t o prove t h a t every E in Next(G,® Z(p)) 
pGP 
i s the image of some E* in Next(G, ff> zCp'*)). But in 
p G p 
Ext ( G , ® Z(p ) ) we do have an element E such t h a t g,jE = E. 
Also s ince 
Ira f» « ker g# c N e x t (G, <$> Z ( p " ) ) , 
pGP 
It follows from theorem 3 7.1 of [3] that no element not 
in Next(G, ^ zCp"^ )) can be mapped into the Frattini subgroup 
peP 
of Ira g^j and hence E & Next (G, ^  Z(p")). 
p<sp 
With the help of exact sequences d iscussed we const ructed 
two subgroups of Next one contained in ano the r . 
Theorem 3 .3 .3 : If D i s the d i v i s i b l e p a r t of G, then 
the exact sequence 0 ——> D —-> G — > G/D ——> 0 and the 
exac t sequence 
0 > (^ zCp'^"^) > ^ zCp" )^ > (^ Z(p) > 0 , n >:i 
p e p p e p p G p 
with horaomorphism : 
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f t Next(G, ® Z(p)) > Hora(D, ''J Z ( p ) / ® Z(p)) 
p e p p e p pc^P 
g J Next(G, © Z(p")) > Next(G, ® Z(p)) 
p e p p ^ P 
h : Ext(G, (?) Z(p"""^) ~ > !1-r.+.(n^ c^ Z{p^)) 
pt iP pt^P 
k t Ext(G/D, ® Z(p"~^)) > Ext(G, © Z(p""^)) 
p s p P^-P 
y i e l d s the following isomorphisms : 
Next(G, ® Zfp'^))/ker fg Hom(D, " Z ( p ) / ® Z(p)) 
p e p p e p 
and 
ker fg / Im hk « Next(G/D, ^ Z ( p ) / ® Ext(D, ® Z(p"~^)) 
p e p ^"^^ p € P 
Proof t The exact sequence discussed in previous theorem 
and the exac t sequence of theorem 3.3 .4 y i e l d s the following 
commutative diagram. 
Ext{G/D, ® ZCp"^"" )^) - ^ > E x t ( G , ® ZCp^""^)-^—>Ext(D,^ Z(p"~^)) 
p e p p«^p p? p 
> 0 
h 
T 
Next(G/D, ® Z(p")) > N e x t ( G , e Z(p")) 
D<=P P<^P 
d 
0 —>Next(G/D, ® Z(p)) > Next(G, ® Z(p)) >Hom(D, Z(p)/B Z(l 
P ^ P p e p p^p 
> 0 
with exact rows and columns. The f i r s t isomorphism i s t r i v i a l . 
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The commutative diagram and lemma 8«3 of [3] y ie ld the 
follov/lng exact sequence. 
^(a+h) 
Next(G/D, ® Z(p")) ® Ext(G, ® ZCp""""^)) 
> Next(G, ® Z(p")) — ^ > Hom(D, I' Z ( p ) / ® Z(p)) > 0 
p e p pc-p "^^^ 
I t means 
ker fg « Ira ar + Im h 
Eviden t ly , Im hk ^ Ira h <^  Ira a , and i f x e Im h n Im a , and 
say X a ay for some y(iNext(G/D, ® zCp"^)), then 
p e p 
0 s= gx a gay » tdy «=»»> dy = 0 
y e ker d « Im b «=»>x e Im ab =» Im hk and hence 
Im hk =» Ira h n Ira a 
Furthermore, 
Ira hk ^ In h = ker g = ker fg , 
we obta in two subgroups Im hk and ker fg of Next(G, ® Z(p")) 
pc^P 
such t h a t Im hk I s contained in ker fg 
Now 
Ker fg / Ira hk = Ira a / Im ab ® I.n h / Im hk 
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It Is clear that 
Im a / Im ab « Next(G/D, ® Z(p)), 
ptP 
and 
Im h / Ira hk '^ Ext (D, ® Z(p""*^ )) 
The desired result follows• 
Remark 3.3.4 x If G/D is a direct sum of free groups and 
cyclic groups of prime ordert then 
Next(G/D, ® Z(p)) « Next(G/D. ®^Z(p")) 
» 0 « im k 
and 
ker fg « Ext (D, ® ZCp"^ '^ ) ). 
pGp 
Theorem 3.3.5 : The quotient group ker fg/lm hk is 
cotDrsion. 
Proof : The proof follows f.^rcn theorem 5 4.6 of [3] and 
proposition 3.1.2, 
3.4. Computation of Next 
Since, Next(C,A) » 0, if A is a cyclic group of prime 
order or if C is a direct sura of cyclic groups of prime order. 
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It is sufficient to compute the group Next (B,A) in case B 
is a cyclic group of prime power order we distinguish the cases 
where A is infinite and finite cyclic group. 
Case I : (A is an infinite cyclic group) : Suppose B is a 
cyclic group of order p", pc= P and n > 1 (an integer ) • Since 
Ext(B,A) a A/P'^A it follows that Ext(BpA) « Z(p") if A is 
infinite cyclic. Hence 
Next(B,A) « ^ p Ext(B,A) 
p<^  P 
» p 2(p") « zCp"^ -^ ) 
Case 2 t ( A i s a f i n i t e c y c l i c group) f We may consider 
A as a c y c l i c group of prime power order* If A « 2(c/°)jB « Z(p^) 
vjhere p i^  q a re prime numbers, then Next ( B , A ) = 0 
Let the re fo re A =» zCp''^)* B =3 ZCp"™) where m,n > 1 , i n t e g e r s . 
I t follows t h a t 
Ext(B,A) « Z(p«) / p " ZCp"^ ) 
« Z(p")/ Zip'^"^) 
- Z(p^) 
where r « min (m,n) . Hence, 
Next(3,A) » <^ p Ext(B,A) 
p e p 
a p Z(p^) » Z(p^"^) . 
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CHAPTER - jy 
PURE AND NEAT I^JGH EXTENSIONS 
A subgroup H of G i s c a l l e d a high subgroup of G if H 
\ \ 
is maximal disjoint with respect to Hf^G » 0, where G « <^  n G. 
n 
An extens ion 0 > A - ^ > B >^ D — > 0 i s ca l l ed a high 
extension i f A^  « 0 , D i s d i v i s i b l e and f(A) i s a high subgroup 
of B. 
In t h i s Chapter high subgroups and extensions are extended 
t o pure-high subgroups and pure-high e x t e n s i o n s . A c e n t r a l 
concept in the d iscuss ion i s t h a t of an e s s e n t i a l ex tens ion . 
An extens ion 0 — > A —•> X > B — > 0 i s e s s e n t i a l i f M 
i s a subgroup of X and AHM » 0 «»> M » 0 , The subgroup A i s 
c a l l e d an e s s e n t i a l subgroup of X and a homomorphism 
f : X ——> Y i s an e s s e n t i a l homomorphism i f ker f i s an 
e s s e n t i a l subgroup of X. The s e t of e s s e n t i a l horaomorphisms 
Shorn (X,Y) in Horn (X,Y) i s a subgroup of Hom(X,Y). I f 
0 —-> A — > C —-> C / A — > 0 i s a pure i n j ec t i ve r e so lu t ion 
of A» then the sequence 0 > A > X —-> B — > 0 i s a 
pure-high exact sequence and A i s a pure-high subgroup of X 
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if and only if it is in the image of the map Shorn (B,C/A) 
— > Pext ( B , A ) . The image of this map is denoted by 
Hext ( B , A ) , the group of pure-high extensions. 
The elements of Hext (B,A) are the pure-high exact 
sequences. The concept cf H'^ '^ t^ ^ 5.'5 f"Tt.hor qotiernllzed to 
Hext . The proofs of the results in Hext^ ^ are similar to that 
in Hext and therefore omitted. 
4.0. Definitions 
Def in i t ion 4 .01 (Pure-high Subgroup) i A subgroup A of a 
group G i s s a id to be pure - high subgroup of G i f i t i s 
maximal d i s j o i n t among pure subgroups. 
Def in i t ion 4.02 (Neat-High Subgroup) : A subgroup A of a 
group G i s s a id t o be a nea t -h igh subgroup i f i t i s maximal 
d i s j o i n t among neat subgroups of G. 
Def in i t ion 4 .03 (High Extension) : If H* = 0 and D i s 
d i v i s i b l e then the exact sequence 0 ——>A-—">B—X—->0 i s 
c a l l e d a high exact sequence or a high extension of A by C i f 
A i s a high subgroup of B. 
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Definit ion 4.04 (Group of Pure-High Extensions) : The se t 
of a l l pure-high extensions of a group A by a group C forms a 
group c a l l e d the (jroup ol p u n - h i g h c;;t.cn5ion3 ani i t 5,n 
denoted by Hext_.(B,A)» 
P 
Definition 4.05 (Neat-hiah Extensions) : An extension 
0 > A > B > C > 0 is said to be a neat-high-
extension if for some subgroup K of B, A is maximal disjoint 
from K and ^ j^  ^  is neat in G/K. 
Definition 4.06 (Group of Neat-High Extensions) : The set 
of all pure-high extensions of a group A by a group C forms 
a group called the group of neat-high extensions and it is 
denoted by Hext^CB^A). 
Definition 4.07 (Neat-In1ective) : A group E is said to 
be neat injective if every neat exact sequence. 
0 > E > G > H > 0 splits, or equivalently if, 
Ext (Q,E) « 0 = Next (Q/Z, E) 
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4 .1 Pure-High Subgroups 
Pure-high subgroups are g e n e r a l i s a t i o n of high subgroups. 
That i s a high subgroup of a group i s a pure-high subgroup 
converse ly , i f A i s pure high in X> A^  =« 0 and X/A i s d i v i s i b l e , 
then A i s a high subgroup of X. 
In t h i s sec t ion we have arranged basic p rope r t i e s of pure 
high subgroups with t h e i r c h a r a c t e r i s a t i o n s . 
Theorem 4 . 1 . 1 : Let A and K be subgroups of G i f A i s 
maximal d i s j o i n t from K then ( A + K ) / K i s pure in G/K (and hence 
A i s pure-high with r e spec t t o K) i f and only i f K^(/!c*-nG) « 
KflnG for a l l n . 
Proof s Let A be maximal d i s j o i n t from K and assume 
KO(A+nG) a KO nG for a l l i n t ege r s n . Suppose A i s not pure 
in G, and l e t n be the sma l l e s t pos i t i ve in tege r such t h a t 
A f^  nG 9^  nA. Let nX e A/ni\ and wr i te n « p r , p a prinio. Since 
A i s raaximaldisjoint form some subgroup of G, A i s neat in G, 
and there i s an a «^  A such t h a t nx » prx « pa . By the choice 
of n, rx ^ A and hence rx - a <^ A. Thus the re i s a b s A and an 
in t ege r m such t h a t (m,p) = 1 and O i^ m(rx - a) + b ^^  K ; l e t 
s and t be i n t ege r s such t h a t sm + t p = 1 then sm(rx-a)erx-a , 
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and s(m(rx - a) + b)=rx - a + sb e Kf^(A + xG) aKOpG. 
Now (rx - a) + sb « ry for some y s G> 
and ny « nx + p(sb - a) <s K H A » 0« Since r < nt sb - a » 
r (y-x) e A 0 xG » rA» so sb - a = re for some c ^ A and 
nx == - nc e A. This contradiction proves that A i s puire in G. 
Let a+K e ((AfK)/K) 0 n(G/K) then a « ng + k with g ^ G, 
k G K, and k e: K 0\(A+ nG) « KOnG, so that a e A Cv nA, and 
a + K e (nA + K) /K « n (( A + K ) / K ) . Therefore A is pure high 
v/ith rospect to K. 
Converse i s c l ea r . 
Corollary 4.1.2 s If K<= G*, and A i s maximal d is jo in t 
from K, then A is pure-high with respect to K, and in par t icular 
A i s pure in G. 
Proof s Follows from the theorem. 
Corollary 4 .1 .3 : If A i s maximal d i s jo in t from K and G/A 
i s d iv is ib le then A i s pure-high with respect to K if and only 
i f K<=G^. 
Proof : Follows from the theorem. 
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The following p ropos i t ion concerning t o r s i o n p a r t of a 
pure-high subgroup i s easy t o prove. 
P ropos i t ion 4 . 1 . 4 : If A i s pure-high with respec t to K 
in G then , in G^, A^ i s pure-high with r e s p e c t to K^. 
Theorem 4 . 1 . 5 : I f A_ i s pure-high with respec t to K^ 
in Gjj, then A^^ ^ i s pure—high with respect to ?K„ in I G„. 
Proof : Let A> be pure-high wiltlj r e spec t to K^^ In G^^ , 
i « 1,2, and l e t A « A^^ © Ag* K « K^ © Kg, G « Gj^  ® G^ 
c l e a r l y ( A + K ) / K i s pure in G / K . Suppose A i s not maximal d is jo ini 
from K in EJ . Let B be a subgroup of G, conta in ing A, which i s 
maximal d i s j o i n t from K in G. Let B be a subgroup of G, con t a in -
ing A, which i s maximal d i s j o i n t from Vp and l e t B^ be the 
p r o j e c t i o n of B i n t o G^, 1 ^ 1 ,2 . Now A^cz B H G j^cr B, 
and s ince (B <^  Gj^ ) H K^CZ. B f^  K =« 0 Jthen B O G^ = Aj^. If Bj^ A^j^  
then BgCi B So t h a t Bg*^ B (^  Gg » A^ and B « A^  ® Ag* Thus 
B^ ^ A^ and B^ H K^^ ?^  0- U e t bj, G Bj, n K^, bjj^ 0 . There i s a 
bg £ Bg such t h a t b^ + bg ^ B, and c l e a r l y bg 9^  Ag* For some 
^2 ^ ^2 ^^^ °^"*® in tege r n , nbg + ag =» k g ^ Kg, kg i^  0 . 
Now, n(bj,+ b2)+ Sg « nbj^ + kg^CCK^^ ® Kg) H B) and nbj^ + kg ?^  0* 
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This con t r ad i c t i on proves t h a t A Is maximal d i s j o i n t from K 
in G, and the re fore A i s pure-high in G. 
Following propos i t ions a re easy t o p rove . 
Propos i t ion 4 . 1 , 6 ; I f A i s puro-high in G and h^-K^G, 
then A i s pure-high in K. 
P ropos i t ion 4 .1 ,7 i I f A i s pure high in G and Kc- A» then 
A/K i$ pure-high in G / K . 
The t r a n s i t i v e proper ty hold in pure-high subgroups. 
Theorem 4 . 1 , 8 : If A i s pure-high in G, and K i s pure-high 
i n G> then A i s pure-high in G. 
Proof J Suppose A i s pure-high with r e spec t t o B in K 
and K i s pure high with r e spec t to L in G. Let H be a subgroup 
of G conta in ing A» and suppose H ri ( B + 1 0 = 0 , If H c: K then 
(H+K) n L ji 0 , and bfK « x » 0 with h e H, k ^ K and x G L. 
Since H O L « 0 and A ^ H, then K ^ A. Thus nk + a =« b <^  B 
with a e A, b ji 0 , and b - nx « a - nh <2 (BfL) i^ H » 0 implies 
b « nx f3 B n L a 0 , Therefore H cz K> and A C I H , HO B « 0 Implie? 
H = A, Thus A i s maximal d i s j o i n t from BfL. Let a + (Df-L) *^  
((A+B+L)/(BfL))0 n(G/B+T^). I f a + (B + L)« ng + (B+L) then for 
some b e B , a - b + t « n g + L e ( K / L ) <^  n(G/L) = n(K/L), 
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Thus a - b + L « n k + L t k * ^ K , and s ince L ^ K = 0 , a-b » nk. 
Now, afB = nk + B G ( ( A + B ) / B ) f^  n(K/B) « n((A+B)/B) so t h a t 
a (E nA and a+(BfL) <Se:n((A+B4-L)/(BfL)). Therefore A i s pure-high 
(with r e spec t t o BfL) in G« 
If the subgroup and quo t i en t group i s pure-high then the 
group i t s e l f i s pure-h igh . 
Theorem 4 . 1 . 9 x If K i s pure-high in G and A/K i s pure-high 
i n G / K , then A i s pure-high in G. 
Proof : Suppose K i s puro-high with r e spec t to N in G and 
A/K i s pure-high with r e spec t t o M/K in G / K . Let L « N <^  M. 
Then A0\L = ( A n M ) O N r : K f ^ N ~ 0 , Suppose A c B with 
B n L =» 0 . Then K c : B n M a n d ( B r ^ M ) r \ N a O implies B n M « K, 
so t h a t pjK<^ B/K, and ( B / K ) ^ (M/K) « K/K implies B « A. 
Thus A i s maximal d i s j o i n t from L. Let a +L6((AtL)/L) "^^  n(G/L), 
a =» ngfy, g<S G, y e L. Now, s ince A/K i s pure-high in G / K , 
a + M a ng + M implies a = naj^ + k, with k <H M O A= K, and 
k-y a n(g-a^) so t h a t K+L = n(g-aj^) + L » n(kj|^+L)e n((Ki-L)/L) 
and k = nk^^. Thus a =* n(aj^+k|)(S nA, and a+L <S n((A+L)/L). 
Therefore A i s pure-high (with respec t to L) in G. 
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4«2» Neat-tiiah Subgroups 
In t h i s sec t ion pure-high subgroups are fur ther general ised 
t o nea t -h igh subgroups. Most of the r e s u l t s in t h i s sec t ion are 
dual of t h a t in 4 . 1 . 
Let A and K be subgroups of G then the following hold . 
P ropos i t ion 4#2.1 : I f A i s maximal d i s j o i n t from K then 
( A + K ) / K i s neat in G/K ( and hence A i s nea t -h igh with respec t 
t o K), i f f K n (A + pG) « K O p G for a l l primes p . 
Proof : Similar to proof of 4 . 4 1 . 
Propos i t ion 4 . 2 . 2 t I f K<^pG for a l l prime p and A i s 
maximal d i s j o i n t from K then A i s neat -high with respec t to K. 
Proof : On s i m i l a r l i n e s as t h a t of 4 . 1 . 2 . 
Proposition 4.2.3 ? If A is maximal disjoint from K and 
G/A is divisible then A is neat-high with respect to K iff 
K cz PG for all primes p. 
Proof : Similar to 4.1.3. 
Proposition 4.2.4 : If A is neat-high with respect to K 
then, in G.j.p A.^. is noat-j)igh with respect to K^. 
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Proof : Runs on similar lines as that of 4.1.4. 
Proposition 4.2.5 : If A is neat-high with resp^ ect to K^ 
in G , then E A is neat-high with respect to I K^ in E G^. 
Proof : See proof 4.1.5. 
Following propositions are dual to 4.1.6f 4.1.7, 4.1.8,4.1.9 
Proposition 4.2.6 : If A is neat-high in G and A - K<=^G, 
then A is neat-high in K. 
Proposition 4.2.7 t If A is neat-high in G and K <- A, 
then A/K is neat-high in G/K. 
Proposition 4.2.8 : If A is neat-Jiigh in K and K is neat-higl 
in G, then A is neat-high in G. 
Propositicri 4.2.9. t If K is neat-high in G, and A/K is 
neat-high in G/K, then A is neat-high in G. 
4.3. T^e Groups, Hextp And Hext^ ^ 
In this section groups of pure-high and neat-high extensions 
have been discussed. The group Hext is contained in Hext^. 
Actually if A Is a torsion group then Hext (A,H) is the Frattinl 
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subgroup of Pext ( A , H ) . A s i m i l a r r o s y l t i s v a l i d of Hextyj(A,H). 
Exact sequences connecting Horn to Hext and Horn to Hext^ have 
a l so been g iven . Many p rope r t i e s of the groups Hext aad Hext^ 
can be derived from these exact sequences p a r a l l e l t o those of 
Pex t . 
Tlieorerg 4 . 3 . 1 : I f A i s t o r s i o n , then 
Hext ( A , H ) a O P Pext ( A , H ) 
P P 
Pj^oof J Let 0 ——> H —*--> D bo a d i v i s i b l e reso lu t ion of 
H and H > Ext(Q/z, H)/Pext(Q/Z, H) the composition of the maps 
H ^ Hom(Z,H) > Ext(Q/z,H) > pext?Q/z,"^) ' 
Then 0 —> H — X flli'^01% ) ^ D » C, 
where a(h) = (g(H^, f ( h ) ) , i s a pure In j ec t i ve reso lu t ion of H. 
I t i s e a s i l y checked t h a t C/H i s d i v i s i b l e . Now by the r e s u l t 
" If A i s t o r s i o n and E i s d i v i s i b l e then Shom(A,E) = O p Hom(A,E) 
P 
v/here p i s pr ime. 
Shorn (A, C/H) « O p Hom(A, C/H) 
P 
Also, Shorn (A, C/H) > Hext (A,H) > 0 
is exact hence these two results together gives the desired 
result. 
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In the follov/ing theorem »ve c h a r a c t e r i s e nea t - l n joc t i ve 
g roups . 
Theorem 4 . 3 . 2 : A group E I s n e a t - i n j e c t i v e i f f E =« D ^  'i T , 
P ' 
where D i s d i v i s i b l e , p T = 0 , and p ranges ovei a l l primes. 
Proof : Suppose E i s noat i n j e c t i v e . Let E = D® R, whero 
D i s d i v i s i b l e and R i s reduced. Let T be the p component of 
2 R. . I f the reduced p group T has an element of order p » then 
x p 
i t has a c y c l i c summand C(p") of order p" « n > 1 ( e . g . a cyc l ic 
sumraand of a bas ic subgroup of T ) • Let A and B be cyc l ic groups 
n+l generatCii by a and b with orders p " * and p , r e s p e c t i v e l y . Then 
the subgroup of A ^  B generated by pa + b i s isomorphic to 
c ( p " ) , and i s neat but^^ure in A © B. Now, R a C(p") ® S. Since 
C(p") i s pure and of bounded in R. We have the obvious neat exact 
sequence 0 > E — > D ® A <^  B® S v/hich does not s p l i t . Hence 
every element in T has order p . 
Suppose R « X $ Y,^  X t o r s i o n f r e e . Let 0 > X - ^ > D, 
be exact with D, d i v i s i b l e . Then the sequence 
0 > X > D T | ^ ® ^ ( X / P X ) , where g(x) = ( f ( x ) , ^x + px])^ i s 
neat exact and must split. However, X is torsion free, reduced 
and D, ® lf{X/pX) has no nonzero torsion free reduced summands. 
It follows that X = 0. 
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Clearly, R Is cotorsion since any extension by a torsion 
free group is neat. By what we have shown R is adjusted so 
that R S Ext(Q/Z, R^). But R^ « 11^ with pTp = 0, and 
Ext(Q/Z, Z Tp) = "Ti ExtCzd?*), T^) » If T^. Thus E has the 
desired form. 
' p ' p - " ^ - - " ' P ' - p P-
Now suppose E = D ® TT T - p T » 0 . Each T i s nea t - i n j ec t i ve , 
p P P P 
Since whenever T i s neat-subgroup i t i s a pure subgroup. Being 
of bounded o rde r , i t i s then a sunmand of every group In which 
i t i s n e a t . Products of n e a t - i n j e c t i v e s are e a e i l y seen to be 
nea t i n j e c t i v e . I t follows t h a t E i s n e a t - i n j e c t i v e . 
Coro l l a ry 4 . 3 . 3 : There are enough neat i n j e c t i v e s . That 
i s every group i s a neat subgroup of a n e a t - i n j e c t i v e . 
Proof : For a group X, l e t 0 — > X -*-> D be exact with 
D d i v i s i b l e . Then 0 > X > D® M x / p x ) with 
P __ 
g(x) « ( f ( x ) , ^x + p X \ ) i s neat exac t , and D S ^ (x/pX) i s 
^ P 
nea t i n j e c t i v e by the previous lemma. 
We connect Horn to Hext_ and then Hom to Hext . 
P n 
Theorem 4 . 3 . 4 : Let the sequence 0 ~ > A — > B > C —>0 
be pure -high e x a c t . Then for every group G, the following hold. 
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0 > Horn ( G , A ) > Horn ( G , B ) > Horn ( G , C ) 
> Hext ( G , A ) -—> Hcxt ( G , B ) > Hext (G,C) > 0 
0 > Horn (C,G) > Horn ( B , G ) > Horn (A^G) 
> Hext (C,G) > Hext (B,G) > Hext (A,G) > 0 
are exact. 
Proof : See [9] 
The dual of thoorem 4#3»4 for neat-high extensions Is 
as follows : 
Theorem 4.3.5 s Lot the sequence 
0 •-—> A > B > C > 0 be neat - high exact. Then for 
any group G, following hold. 
0 > Horn ( G , A ) > Horn ( G , B ) > Horn (G,C) > 
> Hext^iGpA) > Hextyj(G,B) >^ Hext^(G,C) > 0 
0 > Horn (C,G) > Horn ( B , G ) > Horn ( A , G ) > 
> Hext^(C,G) > Hext^(B,G) > Hext^(A,G) > 0 
are exact-
Proof s See [9] 
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gjAPTTR " V 
SPLITTING NEAT AT^ID NEAT - H333H EXTENSIONS 
Every pure extension Is neat and a K-pure high extension 
is a K-neat high extension. The converse is not alv/ays true. 
In this Chapter we have discussed the conditions under which a 
neat extension becomes pure and a K-neat-high extension becomes 
a K-pure high extension.With the help of these conditions the 
splitting conditions for noat exact sequences are obtained. It 
is proved that Next (A,C) = 0 if A is the direct sum of cyclic 
groups of the same order n, where n is a square free natural 
number, or A is an elementary p-group. 
5.0 Definitions 
Definition 5.01 (K-Pure-^Uah-Extension) : Let K fce a 
subgroup of G, the exact sequence 0 > H — > G — > B > 0 
is called a K-pure-high extension if H is maximal disjoint 
from K and (H+K)/K is pure in G/K. 
Definition 5.02 (Snlittino Extension) : An extension 
E s 0 > A > B > C > 0 is said to be a splitting 
extension if B = A © C. 
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If a l l cxtcncionc of A hy C ^pl.it.-: Llicri v;c cay tha t 
Ext(C,A) « 0 . 
5.I. Pure And Neat Extensions 
In this section wo have discussed the condition under which 
a neat subgroup becomes a pure subgroup. It is found that a neat 
subgroup reduces to pure subgroup if it is direct sum of cyclic 
groups of the samo order n where n is a square free natural 
number or it is an elementary p-group. 
Lemma 5,1.1 : If n is a square free natural number and H a 
subgroup of a group G such that H is a direct sum of cyclic 
groups of the same order n then H is a neat subgroup of G if and 
only if H is a direct summand of G. 
Proof t If H is neat in G then for all square free natural 
numbers n^ mH = H n rnG. If in particular m =» n we must have 
nH a 0 =a> H n nG » 0. The set of all subgroups of G containing 
nG and disjoint from H is not empty and is inductive. Hence by 
Zorn's lemma there exists a maximal member say B thus D is a 
H-high subgroup of G, 
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Let n =s PiPo • • • Pn ^ ^^® f a c t o r i s a t i o n of n Into d i f f e ren t 
p r imes . Let g e G then ng <£^  nG ^ B and P1P2 • • • Pn '^^ ^ ^ ^ 
by Lemma 9«8 P2P3 •• • p^ (g) ^ H S B ^ G. The numbers 
P2P3 • • • Pn-lPn» • • • P1P3 • • • Pn-lPn • • ' P1P2 " • Pn-1 ^^® 
r e l a t i v e l y pr ime. Hence t h e r e e x i s t s i n t ege r s T2»T2 • • • l^ n 
such t h a t 1 = YjiP2p3 • • • Pn-lPn"*" Pl'^^aPs *•* Pn-1 Pn "'' ' • ' P1P2 
. . . p^^^ Yn« This implies t h a t g = Yj^ P2P3 • • • Pn-lPn^^^ "*" ' " 
p ,p2 ••• p^^j^ T^Jg)» Since, a l l sums in the above equa l i ty 
belongs to H i t follows G £ H © B. The reverse inclus ion follows 
from Lemma 9.8 of [ 3 j . Since every d i r e c t summand i s nea t , the 
lemma i s completely proved. 
Next, v^Q have discussed the s p l i t t i n g of a neat exact 
sequence. 
Theorem 5 .1 .2 : I f n i s a square-f ree n a t u r a l number then 
the neat extens ion 0 > H > G > B > 0 s p l i t s if H i s 
a d i r e c t sura of cyc l ic groups of the same order n . 
Proof t By Lemma 5 . 1 . 1 , H i s a d i r e c t summand of G i . e . 
the extens ion s p l i t s . 
Theorem 5 . 1 . 3 i The neat extension @ > H > G > B —X 
s p l i t s i f H i s an elementary p-group. 
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Proof : S ince , every elementary p-group i s a d i r e c t sura 
of cyc l i c groups of order p and every prime i s a square-free 
i n t ege r by Lemma 1 the r e s u l t i s obvious. 
b»2, K~Pure-Hiah and K-Neat-Hioh Extensions 
In t h i s s ec t i on we have discussed condi t ions under which 
a K-neat-high extension becomes a K-pure-high ex tens ion . I t has 
been proved t h a t i f H i s a K-noat-high subgroup of G, then H i s a 
K-pure-high subgroup of G i f H + K i s an elementary p-group. 
Lemma 5 . 2 . 1 t If n i s a square- f ree n a t u r a l number and H 
and K are subgroups of G such t h a t H + K i s a d i r e c t sum of 
cyc l i c groups of the same order n then (H+K)/K i s neat in G/K 
i f and only i f (HfK)/K i s a d i r e c t summand of G / K . 
Proof : I f (m-lO/K i s neat in G / K , i t follows for a l l 
square f ree n a t u r a l numbers m. 
m ((H+K)/K) =» ((H+K)/K) r\ m (G /K) 
In p a r t i c u l a r i f m » n WG must have n((H+K)/K) =» K, and 
((H+K)/K) n n(G/K) = K. The s e t of a l l subgroups of G/K containing 
n(G/K) and d i s j o i n t from (H+K)/K i s not empty and i s induc t ive . 
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Hence by Zorn*s lemma there exists a maximal member say B/K. 
Thus B/K is (H+K)/K high subgroup of G/K, let n = pj^ pg ••• P,^  
be the factorisation of n into different primes. Let g + K e G/K 
then n(gfK) €. n(G/K) £ B/K and p^P2 ... P^Cg^K) 6 B/K. It 
follows by Lemma 9.8 of [3] that 
P2P3 ... Pj^ (g+K) e (H+K)/K0B/K c G/K. 
The numbers P2P3 ... P^-iPn' P1P3 ••' ^ n-lPn' •*• ^ 1^2 *•• ^ n-l 
are relatively prime, hence there exists integers y^ty2*'*' Y^ 
such that I = Y1P2P3 ••• Pn-i Pn + P1Y2P3 '•• Pn-lPn + ••• + 
P1P2 ••• Pn-1 ^ n* This implies that g*-K » y, pg P3 ... 
Pn~l Pn ^9+K) + ... + PJLP2 ••• P^ -i Y^Cg+K). Since all sums 
in the above equality belongs to (Fi+K)/K(£) B/K it follows 
G/K ^  (FH-K)/K® D/K. Since every direct summand is neat, the 
lemma is completely proved. 
Theorem 5.2.2: If n isa square free natural number, a 
K-neat-high extension 0 > H — > G — > B — > 0 is a K-pure-
high extension if H + K is the direct sum of cyclic group of 
the same order n. 
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Proof : The extension i s K-neat-high. This implies t h a t 
(H+K)/K i s neat in G / K . Thus by Lemma 5 ,2 .1 ( H + K ) / K i s a d i r e c t 
summand of G/K hence i t i s pure in G/K ( s ince every d i r e c t 
summand i s pure) so t h a t the given extension i s K-pure«-high 
extensions 
Theorem 5 . 2 . 3 : A K-neat-high extens ion 
0 > H > G > B > 0 i s a K-puro-high extenjsion i f 
H+K i s an olomontary p-group. 
Proof : S ince , every elementary p-group i s a. d i r e c t sum 
of c y c l i c groups of the same order p^ We can apply Lemma 5 .1 .1 
t o got the proof of the theorem. 
5.3 Hp - qroMps 
In this sc'ction ^'"^  r^^^'^'^^r. th^ ^ --i->"..'-. or oroi'p^  ^ sLl of VVIIOGG 
pure-high extension by torsion groups are splitting. 
Definition 5.3.1 (H - group) : A group G is called a 
H - group if Hext (T, G ) = 0 for all torsion groupsT. 
Theorem 5.3.2 : A necessary and sufficient condition for 
a group G to be a H^ - group is that Hext (zCp'),G) = 0 for all 
prime numbers p. 
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Proof : Only sufficiency needs verification. Since a 
torsion group is the direct sum of p-groups, it is sufficient 
to prove that the result for p-groujl). If T is any p-group then 
we have the existance of a pure-high exact sequence 
0 >H > T > T/H > 0 with H, direct sum of cyclic 
groups and T/H = ® zCp**). The sequence 
Hext (T/H,G) > Hext (T,G) > Hext (H,G) 
H H H 
is exact-H is torsion, hence 
Hext (H,G) = 0 P pext (H,G) = 0 for H is the direct sum 
^ P 
of cyclic groups. Also, 
Hext (T/H,G) = HextJ © Z(p**),G) = TC Hext (Z(p'*),G) = 0 
P P pep p£P P 
The following theorem gives more insight into H - group. 
Theorem 5.3.3 : Let 0 > H > G > G/H > 0 be 
pure-high exact sequence then the following hold. 
(a) If both H and G/H are fP - groups, then so is G. 
4. 
(b) If G is a H^ -group, then so is H whenever the factor 
group is reduced. 
(c) G is a H - group if and only if H is a H^ - group 
whenever G/H is torsion-free. 
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Proof : (a ) The pure-high exact sequence 
0 > H > G > G/H > 0 Induces the followincf exact 
sequence 
Hext (z(p~),H) > Hext (Z(p*),G) > Hext (Z(p*),G/H) 
> 0, Since H and G/H are H^ - groups the first 
and the last groups are zero. Hence Hext (zCp )»G) = 0, And 
SO G is H group. 
(b) In the following induced exact sequence 
Hora(Z(p'**),G/H) > Hext (z(p*),H) > Hext (Z(p*"),G) > 0 
Since Z(p**) is divisible and G/H is reduced, so the first group 
is zero. Again G is H - group implies that last term is zero. 
Therefore Hext (z(p*),H) *= 0 and H is a Hp - group. 
(c) (i) G is H^ - group, G/H is torsion-froe then H is 
Hp - group. 
In the following induced sequence 
Horn (Z(p*"), G/H) > Hextp(z(p''),H) > Hextp(Z(p") ,G) 
Z(p ; i s t o r s i o n and G/H i s t o r s i o n - f r e e so the f i r s t group i s 
z e r o . G i s a H - group so l a s t group i s zero and we get 
Heat (Z(p'")p H) r= 0 r.r.> H j.n -1 n^ -. nrowp, 
P p 
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(ii) H is a H - group v/henever G/H is torsion-free then 
G is H - group» In the following induced sequence 
Hext (z(p"*),H) > Hext (Z(p"),G) >Hext {Z(p"),G/H)—>0 
r r r 
H is H - group = > first group is zero* Therefore, 
Hextp(2(p ),G) =» 0 which shows that G is a Hp ^ groupu 
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TADLE OF NOTATIONS 
A,B,C,G,H, • • • : Groups or subgroups 
I , J , K , • • . t Index s e t s 
k , 1 ,m,n ,Ptq , • • • : In tegers (p ,q primes) 
a>P»^ >dt^>< »^»0» t • •• * Maps homomorphisms 
£ : Is a member of 
£ J '^ : Is contained» Property contained in 
U, n : Set union. Intersection 
\ : Difference set 
0 : Empty set 
1 a A/,,,J : The set of all a €A with ••• 
J a. ? : The set of all a^ with i^I 
c i J l e i ^ 
I > : Correspondence 
— > : Mapping between sets or classes or groups 
O/A : Restriction of a to A 
I^ or II : The identity map of A 
ker a z The kernal of the map a. 
Im oC J The image of a. 
® x^, '^  "i ' Direct sum, direct product of maps a^ 
0 (a) : Oid:;r cI a 
a,b,c, ••• ! Elements of groups 
n/a : n divides a 
<••••> t Group generated by ••• 
A/B : Quotient group or Factor group. 
( l i ) 
nA 
A[n] 
T ( A ) or At 
A» 
0(A) 
A^. A^ 
P 
Z 
Z(m) 
Z(p^) 
Q P 
Horn 
Ext 
Pext 
Hext 
Hextp 
Next 
Nextjj 
Subgroups generated by B+C, by the B^ 
Di rec t sum of groups . 
Di rec t product of groups 
Isomorphism 
The s e t of a l l na with a €A. 
The s e t of a l l a e A with na « 0 . 
Torsion par t of A 
F i r s t Ulra subgroup of A» 
F r a t t i n i subgroup of A» 
a^^ Ulm subgroup, a Ulm fac tor of A. 
The s e t of primes 
Group of i n t e g e r s 
Cycl ic group 
Quasi cyc l i c group. 
Grap of r a t i o n a l wi th denoml.nators 
prime t o p . 
Group of homomorphisms 
Group of extensions 
Group of pure e x t e n s i o n s . 
Group of high e x t e n s i o n s . 
Group of Pure-high ex t ens ions . 
Group of neaJc extensions 
Group of neat high ex tens ions . 
